Abstract. We cast a retrospective look at the mankind's acquaintance with minor bodies of the Solar System, at the explosive growth in their discoveries resulting from the technological progress, and at gradual understanding of the danger to our very existence that some of them might actually pose. Then, we review current effort, of the astronomical community in general and of its Russian part in particular, to integrate our rapidly expanding knowledge of the potential Earth impactors and to make it readily available online.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we cast a retrospective look at the mankind's acquaintance with minor bodies of the Solar System, at the rapid growth of their discoveries, and at the gradual understanding of the collision threat they are for the Earth. We review current efforts to deepen and expand our knowledge of our closest space neighbors and to make it readily available online. Especially valuable is international cooperation in this important field.
FROM HERSCHEL'S INSIGHT TO OUR TIMES
On August 24, 2006, the General Assembly of the International Astronomic Union (IAU) approved a new -and stricter -definition of the Solar System's major planets, dwarf planets, and minor bodies. Pluto was thereby relegated from the league of planets, whereas some of the asteroids and Kuiper Belt objects may now rank among the dwarf planets (Fig. 1) .
The very first of asteroids was discovered on the new year's eve of 1801 and named Ceres (Fig. 2) . It seemed to be the "missing planet" that had been supposed to lurk somewhere between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, and its discovery was greeted as sensational. Soon Ceres was lost again amid the multitude of stars, and then, a few years later, found together with three kindred objects: Pallas, Juno, and Vesta. W. Herschel proposed to call them asteroids, i.e. star-like. The appellation "minor planets" was also widely used.
By 1850, the mankind already knew 13 asteroids, and by the close of the 19th century their number climbed above 450. Yet, since the search for asteroids and calculations of their orbits were extremely difficult and time-consuming, the interest in them had gradually waned.
It had revived in 1898 with the discovery of Eros (Fig. 2, right) . Unlike all previously discovered asteroids, Eros crossed the Martian orbit and approached that of the Earth. In February 1931, it passed within 0.17 AU from our planet and in January 2012, within 0.15 AU. Eros is 34 km long, 11 km wide, and has a mass of 6.7 trillion tons (Veverka et al. 2000) .
Thus, it became clear that asteroids were not confined to the so-called Main Belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, but might be scattered throughout the entire Solar System. Astronomers began to look for them elsewhere. As their telescopes kept on improving, discoveries of asteroids multiplied, but constant lack of recurrent observations held back calculations of their orbits.
In 1911, the Paris Conference on Ephemerides decided to set up an international task force on minor planets. The theoretical support of their observations and calculations of their ephemerides were made incumbent on the Berlin Institute of Astronomical Computations. In 1919, it started sharing its burden with the newly founded St. Petersburg Institute of Computations, subsequently known as the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy (ITA of the USSR Academy of Sciences, AN USSR), which soon became the world's second authority on minor planets. Their systematic observations at two dozen observatories, which had at their disposal sufficiently powerful telescopes, yielded a wealth of astronomical data. Almost three fourths of them, however, were obtained in Europe. The greatest contributions came from the observatories at Heidelberg (Germany), Uccle (Belgium), Johannesburg (South Africa), Turku (Finland), Simeiz (USSR), and Nice (France).
The World War II disrupted all these efforts: the Berlin Institute ceased issuing ephemerides. Identification of minor planets had, therefore, become impossible, since it required the accrual of long observational data series. For want thereof, in 1943, astronomers in Tokyo could not recognize the good old Ceres and claimed they found something new.
Only twenty years later had the international cooperation in astronomy resumed by and large. Fig. 3 , which shows the yearly harvest of newly found asteroids of various magnitudes, reveals the gap left by the War.
In 1948, astronomers restarted from scratch. The seventh IAU General Assembly established the Minor Planet Center at the Cincinnati Observatory (USA), which later moved to the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory at Cambridge (USA). The Center assumed responsibility for: -registration of all discovered minor planets; -assigning them names and numbers; -publication of the "Minor Planet Circulars" containing tables of observations, orbital elements, and ephemerides.
The ITA backed up these efforts. Since 1951, it was annually publishing the "Ephemerides of Minor Planets" annual, which served the needs of all astronomers involved into asteroid observations.
The ITA of the AN USSR, later ITA of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAN), had always suffered from the lack of observational data: for making ephemerides, observations had to flow in continuously. But the sky surveys, development of vast quantities of photographic plates and their comparison in order to detect asteroids were exceedingly laborious at that time. Although, a year later, resolutions of the All-USSR Astrometric Conferences called for revival of the national asteroid survey, no observatories were willing to undertake it (Chernykh 2008) . Minor planets were being discovered, and, not followed up much longer, lost again.
Only in 1963, on a personal request of ITA's director (M. F. Subbotin), member of the USSR Academy of Sciences A. B. Severny allocated some observational time for this purpose at the Crimean Observatory's 40-cm astrograph. For many years, these observations provided ITA with keenly needed data and enabled it to calculate and correct ephemerides of many asteroids. This was the only asteroid survey in the USSR, and it resulted in the discovery of more than 1500 asteroids.
THE INTERNATIONAL MINOR PLANET CENTER
Since its establishment in 1948, the Minor Planet Center has been prolifically active in gathering and distribution of data on minor bodies of the Solar System. The Center operates at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory under the auspices of the International Astronomical Union and is financed with the quinquennial NASA's grants.
The Center verifies the discoveries and fixes their times, considers and approves names of newly found stellar objects, drafts and sends out the IAU Circulars and its own bulletins. In Table 1 , the number of observation sessions and objects in the MPC's catalogue are presented.
The Center's website at http://minorplanetcenter.net/ offers for free all information about the minor planets, which the Center publishes in its weekly and monthly bulletins. The exigent announcements are circulated electronically. Professional and amateur astronomers can learn about new discoveries, mark those still requiring confirmation, obtain ephemerides of asteroids and comets, figure out how to avoid confusing them with the Earth's artificial satellites in high orbits, scrutinize the latest Centaurs and trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) observational data sheets, see which parts of the sky were covered in the observations recently and which parts of the sky require an update.
All information is provided free. Archival data are retrieved by typing in the object's number or the observatory's code and date of observation. The Center analyzes all observational data it receives. The objects whose orbital parameters require ascertainment are listed separately and recommended to different observatories. As their orbits are clarified, they are assigned first preliminary and then permanent numbers; the Center evaluates the risk of their collision with the Earth and publishes all this information in the Minor Planet Circulars. The Center's website also offers: -lists of new discoveries and of those requiring confirmation; -constantly updated ephemerides of all known minor bodies; -preliminary orbital parameters of newly found objects and lists of their closest neighbors of various magnitudes, necessary for their identification and subsequent observations; -catalogues of orbital elements of all asteroids and comets in the Center's database; -access to the asteroids' photometric database; -lists of the past and future close approaches of minor bodies to the Earth; -graphic representation of asteroids' distribution by their orbital parameters, animated pictures showing the motion of the entire asteroid population and instantaneous positions of all its members; -positioning tables of the Earth's artificial satellites that should not be mistaken for minor celestial bodies; -the latest Centaurs and trans-Neptunian objects observations, star maps showing the extent of recent coverage and sectors needing an update.
The Center is closely collaborating with the Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (CBAT). From 1965 to 2010, the Bureau operated at the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics and thence has moved to the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences at Harvard University. CBAT is the official worldwide disseminator of information about all kinds of celestial objects and transient astronomical events, from asteroid approaches to supernovae. Initially the Bureau posted information as necessary, in printed and in electronic form. Since December 20, 2002, it is also sending out the electronic-only Central Bureau Electronic Telegrams, or CBETs.
The MPC provides a basis for several regional affiliates that serve national astronomical communities and advance theoretical studies. Here are a few examples.
THE BASIC SITES
JPL Solar System Dynamics. The website at http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/ makes available online practically all information about asteroids, comets, meteor streams, and satellites of major planets, along with their descriptions, definitions, classification, and a glossary of astronomical terms. This site is created by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology (JPL). The site's catalogues contain all asteroids and comets known to the MPC. As a part of JPL, it closely follows the spacecraft missions to minor planets. Hazardous objects are ranked on both the Torino and Palermo scales.
At this site, the HORIZONS is an online server providing ephemerides of planets, satellites, asteroids, and comets. The HORIZONS system provides astronomers, in a convenient way, with ephemerides of their chosen objects, forecasts observational conditions depending on the insolation and lunar phase, highlights the coming object identification opportunities across the whole celestial sphere, lists the rise and set times of various stellar objects.
It also gives dates and circumstances of close approaches of asteroids and comets to major planets, Ceres, Pallas, Vesta and evaluates collision risks involved. The ephemerides calculations cover the time span from December 11, 1599 to December 30, 2500. However, the time span is different for different bodies.
Another part of the site at http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/ provides all basic information about NEOs (Near Earth Objects), including the latest news. There are the NEO discovery statistics, a list of NEOs having close approaches and that of those currently considered hazardous, with their risks of impact. The NEOs can be sorted out by their magnitudes, their type or group affiliation (such as hazardous, Atira-, Apollo-, Amor-, or Aten-type objects). The site highlights ongoing asteroid surveys that make most of new discoveries.
Small Bodies Node (SBN) is a part of MPC providing archival data, findings of spacecraft missions, and results of scientific studies of asteroids, comets, meteors, and space dust from all over the world.
Near Earth Objects Dynamics Site (NEODyS). The site is located at the Mathematics Faculty of Pisa University (Italy). From September 1, 2011, it is financed by the European Space Agency (ESA) that is paying for the bulk of orbit calculations and evaluations of the Earth impact hazard. The site intends to set up a specialized NEO segment within the framework of the global Space Situational Awareness project.
NEODyS provides online: -information on NEOs' orbital and physical parameters; -catalogues of NEOs' orbital elements with or without covariance matrices; -minimum orbit intersection distance (MOID) calculations; -lists of objects currently visible in the sky sector specified; -lists of close approaches of asteroids to planets; -a regularly updated list of hazardous asteroids, their current risks of Earth collision, and observation opportunities.
AstDyS (Asteroid Dynamic Site), located at http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it /astdys/, provides similar facilities across the whole asteroid population. The AstDyS online information service is maintained by a consortium including University of Pisa (Italy), the Astronomical Observatory of Belgrade (Serbia), SpaceDyS srl, Cascina (Italy) and sponsored by the European Space Agency.
A number of effective software packages that calculate ephemerides of Solar System's minor bodies and simulate evolution of their orbits have been developed in Russia. They all rely on data from the Minor Planet Center.
The EPOS software system (Ephemeris computer program for studies of the Solar System's objects) is a brainchild of the Pulkovo observatory (L'vov et al. 2012 ) and comprises the following programs:
1. The "Catalogues of Elements" program imports and exports various minor bodies catalogues, used by EPOS. 2. The "What to Observe" program helps to draft a list of stellar objects currently visible from a particular observatory or from a site with specified coordinates.
3. The "Ephemerides" program can calculate an ephemeris for any given object from the imported catalogues. It helps to compile observation schedules and makes it possible to study orbital evolution both of single objects and groups of objects.
4. The "O-C" (observations minus computations) program imports files in the MPS format and enables the user to estimate the accuracy of his own or anyone else's observations. 5. The "Orbit Determination" program sketches out preliminary orbits of the Solar System's objects using the modified Laplace algorithm and PVD (the Pulkovo method of apparent motion parameters).
6. The "Frame" program traces the apparent motion of objects on the celestial sphere. It helps to evaluate the stellar density across the frame prior to observations. It also can sort out all the objects within a frame by their heliocentric distances and velocities, or by their apparent and absolute magnitudes.
7. The "Tracks" program calculates an object's location on the celestial sphere for a given observation site at a given time and shows the object's track against the stellar background.
8. The "Orbits" program outlines simultaneous motion of a large number of Solar System's objects around a specified center. The objects may come from one or several EPOS catalogues.
9. The "Two Centers" program solves the problem of two stationary gravitating centers within a moving frame of reference.
10. The "Hazardous Objects" program simulates close approaches of asteroids and comets to the Earth and other planets. The hazardousness of a given object is estimated using two criteria, its minimum orbit intersection distance (MOID) and its absolute magnitude.
11. The "Approach Phenomena" program compiles a list of asteroids expected to eclipse stars.
The AMPLE 3 computer program was developed at the Institute of Applied Astronomy (IPA) (Zheleznov et al. 2010) . Its first version appeared back in 1995. Since 1998, after the closure of ITA, IPA annually publishes the Minor Planet Ephemerides, computed with high precision from the orbital elements supplied by JPL (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/) and constantly updated.
The main tasks solved by AMPLE 3 are: -selection of minor bodies with certain orbital elements and/or photometrical properties, preparation of 2-D and 3-D plots and histograms; -calculation of ephemerides in different frames of reference (spherical, rectangular), tied to different planes and centers; forecast of asteroid passages through their ascending and descending nodes and positions closest to the perihelion; -comparison of ephemerides to observational positioning; -identification of minor planets among their neighbors; -listing all minor planets visible in a given sector of the celestial sphere at a given time; representation of their positions relative to one another; -visualization of the apparent motion of minor planets against the stellar background; -visualization of the minor planets' orbital motion. In addition, AMPLE is capable of calculating positions of minor planets through the period of time from 1800 to 2100 via numerical integration, taking into account perturbations of their orbits by the nine major planets, as well as by Ceres, Pallas, Vesta, or any combination thereof.
AMPLE can also calculate the minimum orbit intersection distance (MOID) and the Tisserand's invariant for any objects in its catalogue; ephemerides of those absent from the catalogue can still be found once their orbital elements or their initial coordinates and velocities have been input into it.
As of 2014, all orbital elements in AMPLE have been calculated by the Institute of Applied Astronomy from optical observations provided by the Minor Planet Center, whereas the coordinates and masses of the perturbing planets are taken from the DE405 ephemeris.
AMPLE, along with all archives and tools, is available for free download from IPA's site at: ftp://quasar.ipa.nw.ru/pub/WINAMPLE.
The IDA software complex is developed by Tomsk State University (Bykova & Galushina 2009; Bykova et al. 2012) . The motion of an asteroid is regarded as a two-body gravitational problem in the heliocentric frame of reference, tied either to the ecliptic or to the 2000.0 equator. IDA can take into account perturbations from the major and minor planets: Pluto, Moon, Ceres, Pallas, Vesta; as well as the light pressure, Earth's oblateness, and relativistic effects from the Sun.
IDA relies upon the fundamental DE405, DE406 or DE408 ephemerides. The differential motion equations are numerically integrated via the Everhart algorithm, with its order and accuracy chosen by the user.
IDA makes it possible to study orbital evolution of single objects and of their groups for given perturbations; it predicts their close approaches and evaluates the risk of their collisions with the major planets, Moon, and Pluto. If necessary, the asteroids' orbits can be refined on the base of positioning data.
The Applied Mathematics & Informatics Faculty at the Samara State Technical University has compiled a NEO orbital evolution catalogue, available online at http://smallbodies.ru/ (Zausaev et al. 2007 ). The catalogue contains 10 913 asteroids, 1810 of them approaching the inner planets to within 0.01 AU at least once between 1800 and 2204. It also lists 244 short-period comets. The tables show the evolution of their orbits at different intervals, ranging from 100 to 10 000 days. The user can calculate ephemerides and orbits for any single object, any date, and any observation site on the Earth. Regrettably, the catalogue is very rarely and irregularly updated, which markedly degrades its usefulness.
The ERA specialized software system (Ephemerides Calculations in Astronomy) has been developed in the Institute of Applied Astronomy (Krasinsky & Vasilyev 1997) . ERA is capable of processing all kinds of positioning dataradar, radio-interferometric, laser location and classical optical ones. ERA outputs ephemerides of planets, their satellites, asteroids, and comets, which are then published in the "Astronomical Annual", "Maritime Astronomical Annual", and "Maritime Astronomical Almanac".
ERA is written in the high-level SLON computer language, which uses terms similar to general astronomical usage. A software complex for study of formation and evolution of meteoroid streams has been developed at the Obninsk Nuclear Physics InstituteNational Research Nuclear University, MEPhI (Kulikova & Tishchenko 2003) . The software simulates the evolution of meteoroid streams in the Earth's vicinity, both with or without gravitational perturbations, solving an N -body problem through numerical integration. The calculations utilize the RADAU code: Everhart's algorithm for N ranging from two to eight, and can take into account perturbations from the gravitational fields of major planets and of the Earth in particular. It solves the analytical equations of the hyperbolic transfer orbit, based on an asymmetric case of the generalized problem of two stationary centers. The software provides simulation, study, and visualization of the orbital evolution of meteoroid streams during their close approaches to the major planets.
The "Cluster" Information System, developed by the Institute of Astronomy at the Russian Academy of Sciences (INASAN), is intended for gathering, processing, storage, and exchange of information on the asteroid hazard. "Cluster" is easily accessed through the worldwide web. The asteroids in its database can be found by their names or parts thereof, or by their orbital and physical parameters. From an online catalogue at http://neo.inasan.ru/, one can retrieve various NEO data, learn which of asteroids approach the Earth and when, and sort them out by their orbital and physical parameters. Registered users can also run simulations of close approaches with a range of virtual objects.
DATABASES ON METEORS AND METEOR SHOWERS
Meteoroids are much smaller and, by orders of magnitude, more numerous than asteroids. They can be seen only during the short time intervals when they burn up in the atmosphere. Observations of the resulting meteors and their showers are performed by many astronomical communities over the world (Fig. 4) . All of them compile their own catalogues and publish them online. Here the IAU's Meteor Data Center (http://www.astro.amu.edu.pl/) plays the role of a worldwide data clearinghouse, similar to MPC. Its website has a catalogue of meteor streams and their parent bodies.
The Virtual Meteor Observatory (VMO), which is currently under development at http://vmo.imo.net/, will allow its users to coordinate their meteor observations, provide them with convenient analytical facilities, and give them access to the database of the International Meteor Organization (IMO), containing worldwide scientific observations of meteors. The VMO is hosted with support from ESA Meteor Research Group and Europlanet (Europlanet is a network linking planetary scientists from across Europe).
UPDATING MINOR PLANET DATABASES
The search for Solar System's minor planets is being spearheaded by several dedicated teams. Six most prolific of them are listed in Table 2 . Together, they take credit for over half of all asteroid discoveries (for in-depth information, see http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/lists/MPDiscsNum.html).
Yet, valuable contributions do also come from other observatories. For instance, astronomers at the Moletai Observatory, Lithuania, with their 35/51-cm (Černis et al. 2014) . Currently, there exist many convenient services for observers and theoretical researchers of small bodies of the Solar System. The main collector and warehouse of the observational data and its disseminator is the Minor Planet Center, and, in our opinion, the most convenient informational resource is the JPL website.
CONCLUSIONS
The asteroid hazard mitigation is going to occupy the Mankind in many centuries to come. This is a major undertaking, which must involve international cooperation, if it is to succeed in the removal of existential threat to our civilization. With this in mind, the astronomical community establishes ever closer ties across the borders, getting ready to meet just any challenge that our space neighbors might present.
